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Executive Summary
a. Basic Information
 Provides comprehensive public relations and public affairs services
 History :


Pine trading group is authorized and regulated by the International
Financial Services Commission of Wales agency network.

 The company’s license number CN/60/2000/ 10136562
 Current permanent staff: 43
 Operating in the United States and Sweden
 Address: # 3 Pine St, Glens Falls, New York
NY 12801, USA.
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B) About US
Pine Trading Group offers the best in Forex trading, binary trading,
investment, financial planning and consultancy. Helping individuals rake in
higher returns on investment with ease anywhere in the world.
Pine Trading Group are traders, financial planners and consultant brokers
aimed at providing a clear and accessible way for newcomers to enter the
industry. With a wealth of experience in the field, the Pine team focuses on
removing the complications involved with investment. The challenges
facing beginners in the space are many and varied, and our aim to make the
transition into the investment world seamless and rewarding.
We now offer access for those intending to invest in large quantities of
crypto currency, attracting investment firms and institutional operations to
the crypto market, Forex Trading binary trading and we help them plan
their finance as well. With over 6 years in the crypto currency industry,
we’re a highly experienced team with backgrounds including brokers,
analysts and investment strategists. Our ardent brokers use their strong
understanding of the market to deliver the best possible results for clients.
Because of the hybrid marketing plan PTG is able to serve the typical binary
networker, the affiliate marketer and even investors perfectly on our userfriendly online platform.
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Vision and Mission
Pine Trading does not know any national boundaries or shuts itself off
against different cultures, unites all sorts of religions and faith directions
under one roof and sees itself as a business for everybody. At Pine Trading
we place an emphasis on transparency and responsibility, clearly
communicating all aspects of risk to clients. We are mindful of the risks
involved in any investment and seek to add value effectively through
diversification.*
 Unique and creative solutions that meet the clients’ expectations not
only by realizing the clients’ business objectives, but particularly by
our strict adherence to the ethical principles of public relations
 Continuous search for opportunities beyond the agreed
communications and business objectives
 Professional quality of services provided by a highly motivated team
 Strong technological background
 24/5 availability
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Registration
By signing up of our packages from $500 to $250,000 you get access to our
Pine Trading website. Participant need to go through within the platform
you have access to the entire network with all products e. You will be able to
invest in different products like the Crypto Mining, Forex Trading, Binary
Options.
Signup and Referral System
The Pine trading user experience begins with an extremely simple signup
form: entering your email address. Once the registration form is completed,
clients will be sent a validation email.
Once confirmed, the user will be taken to a “dashboard” page where they
will see that the balance in their Pine trading account is zero, they will also
be given a referral link which they can share with friends, on social media
or. The dashboard will show a count of how many new users they have
referred to, and how much the referrer is eligible to receive in referral
bonuses if they, likewise, are approved for after being approved, they will
begin receiving weekly returns of Pine basic income, elsewhere client can go
ahead to fund their account following instruction from an Account adviser
at Pine Trading.
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Affiliate Program

The most competitive CPA payment plan – earn up to $1000.
The Pine Trading Affiliate Program is a fantastic opportunity for affiliates
who wish to earn a competitive lifetime payout (up to $1000 CPA) on every
qualifying referral.Give your clients the performance they expect.
Commissions paid directly into your trading account.

Funding/Capitalizing
Managed Account
Pine Trading Managed Accounts is a market place of carefully
selected external money managers, each with distinct strategies
and trading styles that clients can choose to engage to manage
their funds. We only work with money managers with proven
track records, solid risk management processes and significant
experience in the FX markets. We are constantly looking for new
potential managers to work with, and always evaluating the
performance of our existing ones. Regardless of your account type
or balance, all clients receive the same unparalleled execution
speed and industry best customer service. We offer multiple
account types depending on our clients’ preference.
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STARTER

STANDARD

30%

40%

ULTIMATE
50%

$2000 (minimum)

$10,000 (minimum)

$50,000 (minimum)

$99,99.00

$49,999.00

$199,999.00

Looking for something more customized? ”Contact Us”
support@pinetrading.org to discuss your specific trading needs with

one of our account managers.
Cryptocurrency Mining
No matter which package you choose, you are renting the latest technology,
which guarantees maximum performance for as long as possible. Also, the
rigs you rent consume very cheap electricity and are cooled efficiently,
thanks to the optimal locations of our mining hardware. To top this, there is
no waiting for delivery and no downtime, which means you are not wasting
even a second of mining. Computers are really good at solving these
mathematical problems, so the Bitcoin Network purposely makes the
solution more and more difficult, otherwise all of the bitcoins would be
mined in a couple of minutes. This is why there are already many highly
specialized hardware on the market, their only purpose being exclusively
Bitcoin mining.
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As new models come out quite frequently, everyone must regularly
optimize their mining gear, in order to stay competitive. Once a new mining
rig is introduced to the market, the old ones quickly become outdated and
therefore unprofitable. At the same time this gradual development of the
technology increases the overall difficulty of mining again. The result is a
never ending circle of the constant need to optimize. This explains why it’s
a must to start with the best available hardware and to start immediately in
order to mine profitable for as long as possible as well as not to lose a
minute of precious mining time.
We have different managed Mining Plans:
Ruby Miner- $ 500 (for beginners)
Emerald Miner- $5000 (for the middle class)
Diamond Miner- $20,000 (for small business enterprise/start up)
Red Diamond Miner- $50,000(for big business ventures)

**Time is valuable, but it is even more valuable on the Bitcoin market!

Initial Deposit
Clients need to make an initial deposit with a minimum amount of $1000
(on all services aside the trade signals and retirement) or the local currency
equivalent to start investing via Pine Trading platform. Clients can make
deposit using their Bitcoin,Ethereum, Bitcoin Cash and other Crypto
service provided, Money Gram, Western Union or by Wire Transfers.
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Clients account will be credited with funds after receipt of funds have been
confirmed. Trading/Investment of clients fund begins in the next session
after client’s registration.
For further details on how to make initial and subsequent deposits, please s
contact support@pinetrading.org
Withdrawal Methods
The process of withdrawing available and eligible funds from your Pine
trading account can be executed at any point in time. After which, you have
to make the following 3 steps:
1.Click the “Withdraw” button.
2.Enter the amount you wish to withdraw.
3.Submit your withdrawal request.
Once you have done so, Pine’s accounting department will handle the rest.
You can expect the processing of your funds to take up to 1-5 business days.
After it is completed, you will receive an email notifying you of your
successful withdrawal of funds.
At any given time, you will be able to access the status of your request
through viewing your transaction history in your trading account. Your
withdrawal request can be terminated while it is still within the “pending”
stage. This can be done by simply clicking on the “cancel” button.
For further clarification or assistance, feel free to contact our customer
service team through our 24/5 Livechat or send us an email directly.
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Payouts
Traders’ funds are available for withdrawal any time. From one year to the
next we’re increasing our payout speed and improving our trading
education. As a result, more and more people are prospering with us.
Limitation of Liability
The Company does not provide any warranty as to the accuracy, adequacy
or completeness of the information and materials contained in its websites
and expressly rejects any liability for any errors and/or omissions in this
regard. The Company does not provide any warranty of any kind implied
expressed or statutory, including but not limited to the warranties of noninfringement of third party rights, title, merchantability, fitness for a
particular purpose and freedom from computer virus, in conjunction with
the information and materials thereof.
Hyperlinks to other internet resources are followed at your risk; the
content, accuracy, opinions expressed and other links provided by these
resources are not controlled, investigated, verified, monitored and/or
endorsed by the Company. The Company shall not be liable for a) any
damages, losses or expenses which arise in connection to this website or its
use or inability to use by any person or in connection to the inability to
execute an order, error, omission, interruption, fault, delay in operation or
transmission, computer viruses, communication failure or line or system
failure, even if the Company or its representatives have been informed
about the possibility of such damages, losses or costs and b) for errors or
inaccuracies in the transmission process of data and or Binary Options
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trading or any instructions from the client/visitor of the site, interference,
fraudulent impersonation, breaking of secret access codes, erroneous
recording or transmission of message or system failure due to force
majeure or for whatever other reason which is not due to breach of the
above either by the Company.
The Company shall not be liable for any damage that may occur to the
hardware or software of the user that may arise as a result of the use of this
website and/or land or in connection of this website with other
websites/hypertext links or internet resources.

Force Majeure
If it has reasonable grounds, the Company is entitled to claim the
occurrence of force majeure events. The Company must take proper steps
to inform the Client about the occurrence of the force majeure events. Force
majeure events include (but are not limited to):
a) any action, event or phenomenon (including, but not limited to, any
strike, mass rioting or civil unrest, terrorist attacks, wars, natural disasters,
accidents, fires, floods, storms, blackouts, communication, software or
electronic equipment failures, malfunctions in any type of hardware or
software, instability in the quote feed, any interruptions or failures in the
liquidity provider service, etc.) that, in the reasonable opinion of the
Company, resulted in destabilization of the market or markets for one or
several assets (instruments);
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b) suspension, liquidation or closure of any market or the absence of any
event on which the Company basis quotes, or the imposition of limits or
special or non-standard trade conditions in any market or with respect to
any such event.
If the Company establishes a force majeure event, the Company may
(without prejudice to other rights of the Company) take any of the following
actions without prior written notice and at any time:
a) cancel any or all open trades of the Client;
b) suspend or alter the application of one or all provisions of the Agreement
during which the force majeure event makes it impossible for the Company
to fulfill such provisions;
c) perform or, vice versa, not perform any actions with respect to the
Company, the Client and other clients if the Company finds it reasonable in
these circumstances on sufficient grounds.
The Company assumes no liability for breach (improper discharge) of
obligations if force majeure events interfered with that discharge.
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